INTRODUCTION
The IAR-93 "Eagle" is an attack aircraft developed jointly by Romania (IAR.93) and Yugoslavia (J22) that entered service in the mid 1970s. It was heavily inspired by the AngloFrench "Jaguar" program of the same era having a high set wing.
Several variants entered service carrying out roles  Ground attack,  Tactical 
IAR-93 MONUMENT ARHITECTURE
The corresponding details of the monument arrangement are shown in Fig 
CAD-CAE REPRESENTATION
The subsequent details of CAD-CAE representation are shown in Fig. 3 through Fig. 7 . The word "column" is related, in this paper, to building construction. The vertical support which is free from all sides taking the load of beam and transferring independently the load to the ground is called column.
Fig 4 Column CAD assy
In case of frame structure building constructions, the entire load is born by columns and the floor area, the internal space of building being is freely adjusted according to the requirement. The size, cement concrete ratio and numbers of steel bars with their diameter are available in structural drawings which are designed according to the load born by the column and factor of safety. 
COLUMN STRESS ANALYSIS
The gusseted plates, cleat angles and fastenings (bolts, rivets) in combination with bearing area of shaft shall be sufficient to take all loads 
PROJECT OVERVIEW
The following is an updated overview of the major components of the IAR-93 monument:  Informational display panels detailing the history of the IAR-93 and the INCAS Company will be located around the perimeter of the monument.  A PATRAN/NASTRAN, [3] finite element model of the IAR-93 monument, originally created for static stress analysis purposes, could be used also for dynamic analysis.  Furthermore, although the invention has been described with reference to an aircraft structure, it is understood that the device may also be used in other fields of application.
